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a misu derstanding of th8 origin and �ture of the condition in ques

tion• \ Sometimes it is cJ.llecl a "neurosis, 11 with the implication that�-

nerves nre 11bad 11 and need treat.in�, most locically perhaps by a physician. 

1
5::.;,imes it is assumed that the difficulty lies deep i." an ·"unconscious" part 

o.f the mind which only a psycliolo('.ist or psychoanalyst knovis how �o 11r0ach. 11 

/\nd sometimes the difficulty is intcrpr8ted a::; a sin against God, in which 

event the services of a theologian might seem indicated. Still another 
---------�--=-----_;:----=-- ---·- ··-··· ,-· 

,,.possibi1�!,.y is that the chronic state of tension -ind ��hension Hith whic�1 ---· - ----�-- -·--·------·�-----· ·--- ·--- -- �-7·- --·----� -----·------

we are here concerned arises from a 11bad cons_t::i�n�q, 11 i.e·., frL,m s0me unworth� -------- · ----- --- --- -··- ·-- -· -· - --

act or acts we have committed and concealed or some obligation we have ----- -·----- ··· ·---·- ·------ - -·- ·---···-···--· ··· · --· - · · · --•--···--

sli�hted ':.nd then_ had too 1 it tle couro.g? and too __ ���� __ C:()ncci t to confess and 

rcct�Jy. --
What is most clearly needed, if the latter understandinG of the situation 

is v.:ilict, ic the dctcnnination .:ind strcnr;th to ndmit, to the 11:,icnifir.ant 

0� 11 in our live::,, the oxact nature of our wronGs--2.nd then c;et about the 
,. . -· ··- --� - · -._.,,.-

business_ of correcting them. For this there is no need of an expert 2-!' ----- ·-- -�-------·- --- -

_speci�lt;,t. And when we have recourse to one, is it not 1 i'requently uith the 

motivation of finding an 11out 11 which will avoid the necensity of coming to 
.. 
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We consult with our sponsors in this matter. Again, as in the 

Fourth Step, we do not want to become entangled in useless, danger

ous self loat&ing. Our purpose is to achieve freedom from the 

guilt we:have carried so far with so much pain so that we can look 

the·world in the eye with neither agressiveneaa nor fear. 

We make our list, or take it from our Fourth Step and add to 

it anything we can think of and then we face that list honestly and 

openly and examine our hearts. Are we willing to make amends? In 

many cases we cannot do it I it is not possible· nor practical in some 

instances. We may not know who it was we wronged in some cases. 

In other instances we might run the risk of involving a third person g 

some comI19-nion of our days of drug abuse who .does not wish to be 

exposed. We do not have the right nor do we need for any moral reason 
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to endanger that person. The point of the Eighth Step is willing-

ness. Are �e willing, if it is possible and practical, to make 

amends; to once, and for all, clear away the shadows of fear that 

our past holds for us? If the answer is yes, we commence, with 

the g,uidance of our sponsors or spiritual advisors to take the 

Ninth Step which, properly taken, makes it finally possible to 

live free of the past. We can, after taking this step, walk down 

the street unafraid because there will be no ghosts for us lurking 

in the doorways. 

Ma.king a list of the people that I have harmed wasn,t all 

that easy because I felt that there was a reason behind it 

because I was also hurt but now I realize that all of 

my experiences; good and bad.was because I made the choice 

to do so. 



To gradually, care

fully and simply pull ourselves out of the isolation and loneliness 

of hopeless drug addiction into this mainstream of useful fellowship. 

This does not happen by wishing for it, it requires action. For this 

reason, we-have the Eighth Step. 

i "Made a list of all persona we had harmed and became will-

ing to make amends to them all. 11 

This step is a good test of our new found humility. Most of us 

can look back and say, "Well certainly I stole from so and so, But 

he did it to me first. 11 Not good enough. It will not make me a 

better person to judge the faults of another. The thing that will 

make me a better person is to clean up my own messes--relieve my

self of my own guilt. This eighth step is a mighty stride away 

from a life dominated by guilt and remorse. 

The preceding Seven Steps looked pretty rough until we took 

the pl�ge and got into them. This one is no different. It seems 

hard now, but once we've done it we'll wonder why we didn't do it 

long ago. 

Once again, we admit where we were at fault regardless of 

what the other person did to arouse our hostility--we admit that 

we hurt them, directly or indirectly, through some action, some lie, 

some bro�en promise, neglect or whatever it was. 
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This step is a good test of 01:,._r new found humility, 

We consult with our sponsors in this matter. Again, as in the 

Fourth Step, we do not want to become entangled in useless, danger

ous self loatfuing. Our purpose is to achieve freedom from the 

guilt we,have carried so far with so much pain so that we can look 

the world in the eye with neither agressivenesa nor fear. 

We make our list, or take it from our Fourth Step and add to 

it anything we can think of and then we face that list honestly and 

openly and examine our hearts. Are we willing to make amends? In 

many cases we cannot do it, it is 'not possible nor practical in some 

instances. We may not know who it was we wronged in some cases. 

In other �instances we might run the risk of involving a third person, 

some com�anion of our days of drug abuse who does not wish to be 

exposed. We do not have the right nor do we need for any moral reason 
to endanger that person. 

It will not make me a 

etter person to judge the faults of another. The thing that will 

ake me a better person is to clean up my own messes--relieve my

elf of my own guilt. This eighth step is a mighty stride away 
-i 

rom a life dominated by guilt and remorse. 
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1�is eighth step is a mighty stride away 

f fra a life dominated by guilt and remorse. 
,1'.he preceding Seven Steps looked pretty rough until we took 

L 
tho plunge and got into them. This one is no different. It seems 

. 

hard now, but once we•ve done it we 1 11 wonder why we didn•t do it 
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this simple step and r,12}:ing a si,1ple J.ist 

harmed, we can be rid of the turmoil arid strtiggle to maintian 

-�hat yre w,-::re right 2nd they i;rer-e '.'11�011g and be tr-ee to go ou::c 

rray seeking out those we can :find ai.'1.cl make amends 2nd re2�dY 

to rneet aYJy others, we C?,.nx stop hiding 2nd start living� This 

is the purpose o:f the ninth step, Special ca:ce must be ta}::en 

before each a.lilends to :.12.lce r:iure that \'!e ·,·:ill h0 ln ancl not· harr.1 � .,_ . 

i,'.ostly if ·ae are q_uiet 8Ylcl sincer8 •:,e can \·:htch the person 

ne are dealing with and car1 stop ii' our inner voice tells us 

to. As Bill Wilson puts it in the :Uig Bo _;l-;: of J..lcholics Jillo�nous 

puts it , the hunch and 0;1ha:t Vie used to call luck 11s going to 

becor:�e a working part of our minds a::: 1:·re crow in our ·sobriety: 

ihe bene.rit of tln.is step is to be able to face people \'le 

have kno'.'fn \'Ii th a clea:t:. conscionce. B-y discovering and admitting 

our fault we work a miracle. In so:ne old relationshil) an. 11.:.� 

tmresolved corulict exists� Y/e e:n:te:c the old con:Ilict 2.:'1.d rE 

reso.l.ve it a..">Ul by our ame;.1ds a,.'1.d ti1ereby get 1...,u.-t o:f any :ruture 

2.r,tagonisms and ongoing resen-Linents. Thes� are the old tapes 

t11a.·c v;ould. l:cep pluyL-i_g back 8.s long as ·:;e livc,d. By mal::l.ng 

a.--:1end s '.'it:: create a las ti:.'lg chai.-i.ge in our lives� 21.ct ','i o 2.lso 

',. e tlco ·i:er10ldd the m� sterious I2-.ct tho:t instc2.d o I ?GclL1g 
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STEP EIGHT 

... ru 

"Made a list of all persons we had harmed, 

◄ xu I# M l?•::;;;;;::p/1"\�) 

and became willing to make amends to them all." 

The last five steps of Narcotics Anonymous-the Eighth 

through the Twelfth-are the "get out and live" steps. They 

are the ones that teach us how to manage life and deal with 

other people. So, as the First, Second, and Third Steps give 

us the necessary tools to begin a clean life and the Fourth, 

Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Steps complete the complicated 

process of self-forgiveness and the beginning of new attitudes, 

the Eighth Step starts the procedure of forgiving other people, 

being forgiven by them, and learning how to live in the world 

as a drug-free human being. 

The Eighth Step is not easy; it demands a new kind of 

honesty about our relations with other people. AN.A. member 

n���d John once explained his difficulties with the step in 

this way: "I had a lot of trouble living with myself and I 

still have a lot of trouble living with other people. I had 

to wait until I was ready, until I was right with myself, be

fore I could think in terms· of taking the Eighth Step. I had 

to feel better internally before I could even bear to think 

about whom I had harmed, how I had harmed them, and exactly 

what .harm I had caused. One of my difficulties in my addiction 

was the way I perceived myself. I either thought I was a cold 

1 
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monster, or someone who had never done anything wrong. So, 

my list, depehding on my mood, could either have included every 

single person I had met in my entire life, or no one at all. I 

needed some real honesty before I could make a list somewhere 

in between," 

In preparing to make the Eighth Step list it is helpful 

to define harm. One definition of harm is physical or mental 

damage. Another definition is inflicting pain, suffering, or 

loss. The damage may be caused by something that is said or 

done and the harm resulting from these words or actions may 

be either intentional or unintentional on the part of the 

person who is inflicting the harm. The degrees of harm can run 

from making someone feel mentally uncomfortable to inflicting 

bodily injury or even death. 

This step asks us to make a list of all persons we have 

harmed. Some people prefer to write this list down on paper, 

fe.�l.ing that seeing it in black and white makes the first half 

of this step more concrete. Others simply make a mental note 

of their list. The important thing is that we try to remember 

each and every person we have harmed. This is not so easy. 

Memory of past actions returns slowly as a result of addiction. 

"I .had that happen a couple of weeks ago," Hank said. "A girl 

came up to me and started rapping to me like she knew me. I 

fell off the �hair because she was kind of good looking, but 

that wasn't the thing. She �as telling me I was going out with 

her six years ago for about three or four weeks and I couldn't 
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remember her face to save my ass, and I didn't. I did not 

l<now her from Adam and Eve. The only thing this did was tell 

me there are a lot of different things in my past that I don't 

have any memory of and this convinced me of that." 

There are other reasons for not remembering the people 

we harmed. Bob said, "I was so ashamed of a lot of the things 

I had done that I suppressed them and they didn't really come 

out until later." Rip noticed that the first time he made a 

list the people that came to mind were the really obvious 

cases. Later, he became conscious of the more sophisticated 

ways he had hurt people. 
/ 

Just about anyone that comes into contact with an active 

addict risks being harmed. Many people mentioned their parents, 

spouse, and children. Boyfriends, girlfriends, other addicts, 

casual acquaintances, co-workers, employers, teachers, landlords, 

tot.al strangers, and the police were also discussed. Benny felt 

that he had harmed people he had blackballed while in a fraternity. 

on·e---a.ddict 1n�memberred that he continued to steal in prison after 

being sentenced for the same offense. Mark said that he listed 

members of the local police department. Others talked about 

those they had harmed though physical violence, theft, or 

neglect. "I think I hurt my children most through my addiction," 

said Sherry. Some members thought they cause a lot of misery 

simply by things they said to or about other people. According 

to Benny, much of the harm he did to other people was "character 

assasination." 
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A problem many of us seem to have with the Eighth Step 

and the admi ss·ion of the harm we did is the belief we were 

victims, not victimizers, in our addiction. Avoiding this 

rationalization is crucial to the Eighth Step, as SherryGonce 

said at a meeting: "I know in order:for me to take this step, 

I have to stop thinking of myself as a victim, of saying that 

'he or she did this to me and that is why I reacted. '" We 

cannot concentrate on what others did to us, but.what we did 

to them. 

John put it this way: " I  had to think of disassociating 

what had been done to ma and what I had done. I was forced to 

cut away all my j�stifications and all this idea of being 

a victim, ThE? Eighth Step told me to look at myself as 

victimizing other people, something I had done a lot of. " 

There are other obstacles to the Eighth Step, "Perhaps 

I complicate this step too much," Ray said. "Perhaps this is 

just a very general thing. I should concentrate on I hurt my 

mother, I hurt my neighbor; instead of getting down to I owe 

somebody $2.50 or $2,53. Perhaps I get too technical with 

this thing, and therefore, I can scare myself.•· Rip said that 

fear and pride were two things that he saw as obstacles to 

willingness. He said pride made it difficult for him to 

admit he was wrong and be sincere about it. "The other reason 

that I get reluctant to make amends is fear: fear of what is 

going to happen to me, fear that I might get arrested, or 

fear that somebody is going to turn on me and chew me out. " 
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The final difficulty in working the Eighth Step is 

re.pa�ab.in:git from the Ninth Step. Projecting about the Ninth 

Step can be a major obstacle both in making the list and in 

becoming willing. As Maggie said, ''My sponsor told me not to 

even think about making the amends. but just: to concentrate 

on exactly what the Eighth Step says which is to make a list 

and to become willing. This took away a lot of fear foc me. 

This approach helped me to begin the Eighth Step and to work 

it more honestly because there were many people whom I had 

harmed that I was completely unwilling to make amends to 

when I was first confronted with this step.'' Ray summed it 

all up very simply when he said, "We should try and do this 

step as if there was no Ninth Step." 

The Eighth Step is actually an action step. And like 

all the action steps it offers immediate benefits. Hank de� 

sribes these benefits when he says, "The main thing this step 

does for me is it builds me to the awareness that, little by 

little, I am living through new attitudes about myself, about 

how I deal with other people. It gets my frame of mind click

ing a lot differently from the addict that used to be in my 

head all the time, and.it gets me thinking straight. It helps 

put down another block in the foundation of my mind. It is 

another step in the change in personality inside." And as 

Jimmy puts it more simply, "I look at it as one of the ways 

the program gives me to clean up my past." 
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Once again, we admit where we  were at fault regardless of 
-

what the other person did to arouse our hostility--we admit that 

we hurt them, directly or indirectly, through some action, some lie, 

some bro�en promise, neglect or whatever it was. 
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Th� point of the Eighth Step is willing

Are we willing, if  it is possible and practical, to make 

amends ; to once, end for all, clear away the shadows of fear that 

our past �olds for us?  


